
Our architectural grade exterior wall sconces are made in 
the USA to withstand the harshest weather environments. 
They are finished using an industrial grade primer and 
architectural finish designed for harsh exterior use.

A L V A  C A S E  S T U D Y

TEX

K E Y  F E A T U R E S :

• Large Scale Fixtures (Up to 60”) 

• Made in the USA. All fixtures are handcrafted out  
of heavy gauge aluminum in our California factory 

• Industry-leading IP66 rating (can be power washed 
at close range for easy maintenance)

ALVALIGHT.COM
1212 19th Street, Oakland, CA  94607

P: 510 993 0898 



ALVA’s outdoor light fixtures are designed from the 
inception to be illuminated with state-of-the-art LED 
technology.  This design approach allows ALVA to provide 
a unique combination of even illumination with no glare 
while also providing the industry’s longest rated lifetime 
for the LED light source. 

“As we contemplated the exterior lighting  
of the building, our hope was to find a fixture 
that accented the architecture of the  
building without dominating it.”

WESCOTT L EDWARDS
BORArchitecture, pllc 



HOUSING DESIGNED AROUND 
BEST-IN-CLASS LED MODULE

Heavy-guage aluminum with 
advanced architectural finish

LEDs sealed in industrial-grade 
compound

Industrial-grade white 
painted finish

Heavy gauge aluminum 
extrusion

ALVA’S IP66 RATED 
LED MODULE

ALVA’s LED modules are 
designed to be outdoors in harsh 
environments from extreme cold 
to extreme heat.  The module is 
made of heavy gauge aluminum to 
provide thermal management to 
the LEDs and internal electronics.  



“The final installed product exceeded our hopes. The color of the fixture 
also complimented the building materials brilliantly. The light level was 
ideal for accenting the stone pilasters without taking away from the other 
architectural features of the building.”

WESCOTT L EDWARDS
BORArchitecture, pllc
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